Wang Wen jiao,
China Badminton coach Birth Solo, Central Java Indonesia
Famous for the concept of Speed & Power in search of a potential champion Talent

Why Chinese badminton players so Proficient or China? Sons and daughters? Single and double? Superior seed inexhaustible? While we, Indonesia, the more difficulty finding superior seed after Alan Budikusumah reflux golden generation, Susi Susanti, Ardy Wiranata, Lius Pongoh, then Taufik Hidayat?

The answer is: Because the Solo!

WANG He is Wenjiao, cold-handed badminton coach who was born in the city of Solo, Central Java, Indonesia. Mr. Wang has received the title The Father of China's Badminton. Chinese badminton father land!

Most Indonesian people, even the officiating, not knowing the origin of badminton socialized in China. However, since the 1980s, when China kicked off with its star players, the world was shocked. Then, a number of badminton foreign observers, one of whom Dev S. Sukumar, trying to figure out what was the recipe behind the success of China in coaching bulu tangkisnya.

In the 1950s Wenjiao Wang was known as a talented young shuttlers in Indonesia. However, the atmosphere in the Republic of Indonesia which was nine years old, to borrow a phrase police, as it was not conducive. Pergolakaan everywhere. Physical revolution continues. Increasingly heated political elections. Search for hard cash.

For Chinese people, there are serious issues about citizenship. Thus, many overseas Chinese huaqiao or choose to return to the ancestral country: People's Republic of China was proclaimed by Mao Zedong (read: Mao Tse-tung) on October 1, 1949. In fact, they did not know what their fate in a country that is still a mess by the civil war. Life is like gambling. Who knows good fortune in Zhongguo (read: Cungkuo, the official name of China aka China).

Well, Wang joined the group Wenjiao gambling fortunes to China. In 1954, when he was 21 years old, Wan Wenjiao leaving for China. Do not forget to bring a variety of equipment for playing badminton. "I myself learned to play badminton in Solo," he said.

With three friends who also badminton enthusiast, Wang Wenjiao slowly introduce the racket sport.

"At that time no one knows Chinese badminton or badminton. Me and my friends have to ride around the whole country for the demonstration. Demonstrate to the public, especially young children, so you know how to play badminton. Finally, badminton slowly becoming known and increasingly popular, "said the coach who produced great players like Han Jian, Luan Jin, Tian Bingyi, and Li Yongbo it.
China’s Communist Party-controlled regime was still very closed. However, Chairman Mao was very ambitious to bring China into the country which is famous throughout the world. One of them is through exercise. Including badminton. Therefore, Wang Wenjiao facilitated state to seed seeds throughout China. Wang asked to build a system of coaching, playing techniques, to print the little boys into star players in his golden age. Mr. Wang was also appointed as coach of Chinese national.

Since the beginning of Wang Wenjiao strongly emphasize one important aspect: SPEED. Speed!

He designed a training system that is very stressed SPEED. When a player has a balanced technique or skill, then that would distinguish kecepatanlah. Players who have SPEED was the one who would win.

"I forced all my student, son or daughter, if you want to be a world champion, you have to be able to play FASTER and STRONGER. Skill mediocrity is okay, "said Wang Wenjiao some time ago.

Quote in English is more clearly illustrate the philosophy of Chinese badminton game in systematically inculcated by Wang Wenjiao:

"The main thing was SPEED. I developed a system which was compulsory throughout China. If someone wanted up to become a coach, they had to learn my syllabus for three months. The government backed us. We had a lot of players, and we rewarded them well. That's why we were Able to excel."

Not easy to find a teenager who has talent and STRONG SPEED. Especially in northern China who did not know badminton until the 1970s. Sports are very popular football instead. Thus, Wang asked one of his assistants to see the children practicing soccer. Who got invited to follow the speed of badminton training camp. Well, on the football field that was found named HAN JIAN seeds.

"Time to play ball, Han Jian's got tremendous speed. Foot movement, footwork, also outstanding. Well, we take and train him playing badminton. Han Jian was really no skill and a good defense. But he has a SPEED, footwork, and powerful. That's all I needed, "said Wang.

Who does not know Han Jian?

He was the star player who rocked the world of badminton in the 1980s. Driven by Han Jian, the first Chinese national team win the Thomas Cup in 1982.

At that time, Jian Han Liem shed Swie King (Indonesia) with a 15-12, 11-15, and 17-14. Rudy Hartono after losing against Luan Jin at the first party, Han Jian match vs Liem Swie King in London on May 21, 1982 is touted as badminton match terdahsyat in Thomas Cup. Therefore, the quality of the two players is very balanced.

Chinese domination increasingly felt in the arena of the World Championship in 1985. Badminton map also changed. People began ngeh that the threat of a players country's bamboo curtain is not messing around.

Previously, the players of the first generation of China was already very well respected, but did not get a chance to appear in the tournament or championship caliber prestigious Thomas Cup and All England. They include Hou Chia Chang, Fang Kai Hsiang, Hsien-Tang hu (aka Tong Sinfu), the postscript was also born in Indonesia.
When the world is ruled Danish badminton, Indonesia, and Malaysia. China should not participate because they do not come in a variety of championships badminton world organization. It was not until 1977, when China joined, stunned the world began to see results that emphasize penggemblengan Wang Wenjiao SPEED & STRONG it was.

In the first trip to Denmark, Wang and his friends had ridiculed in local television. "Do Chinese people can play badminton? How they came to Denmark to fight Erland Kops? "Quipped local residents. Just so you know, it's Erland Kops All England champion six times.

Wang just witnessed a bitter laugh of scorn it. The next day, what happened? "Our players Erland Kops defeated by a score of 15-0 in the first game," recalls Wang.

Wang position as national coach was later taken over Hou Chia Chang, Tang Hsien-hu, and now Li Yongbo. Training system has changed, let alone change the scoring system of 15 points to 21 points.

And, even with the current system, 21 rally point numbers, SPEED & POWER philosophy pioneered by Wang in China increasingly necessary. "I would encourage Chinese coaches to go to different countries to spread my philosophy," he said.